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А new generation of high
strength steel rolled sections
For some years now, the structural steel market has been moving towards an
increasing use of products with greater thickness, higher yield strength, increased
toughness and improved ductility.
T he tradi tional method of
producing high-strength steels
c ons is t s of adding alloy ing
elements to the steel bath and
controlling the temperatures
during the rolling process, by doing
the so-called Thermo Mechanical
(TM) rolling. Due to the limited
allowable alloying elements and
due to the mechanical power limits
of the mills, Grade 355 MPa (50
ksi) has been the maximum quality
possible for heavy shapes.
Starting in 1993, structural
engineers have had the possibility
to design steel structures with
high-strength steel in medium
and heavy rolled sections. Indeed,

HISTAR 460 (HIgh STrength
ARcelorMittal) steels covered by
the European standard EN 100251 and the American ASTM A 913/
A 913M “Standard Specification
for High-Strength Low-Alloy Steel
Shapes of Structural Quality,
Produced by the Quenching and
Self-Tempering Process, (QST)”
allow the engineers to use Grades
355 MPa (50 ksi =345MPa ) and
460 MPa (65 ksi = 450MPa ) steels
in their design.
The QST process (Quenching
+ Self Tempering), referred to as
HISTAR and ASTM A 913/ A 913
M, considerably increases the
yield strength and the toughness
of the steel. Simultaneously, due
to much lower carbon equivalent
values, it significantly improves the
weldability of the beams without
any loss of ductility.
TAILOR-MADE BEAMS.
In 1979, ArcelorMittal (http://
www.arcelormittal.com) (formerly
ARBED) first introduced the
Ta i l o r- M a d e b e a m s (c a l l e d
WTM). They were well accepted
by both structural engineers
and fabricators because of their
cost-effective benefits. These
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QUENCHING AND SELF
TEMPERING (QST) PROCESS.
Now, in addition to the TailorMade beam concept, ArcelorMittal
provides the largest choice of steel
grades as well, thanks to the QST
process. In this process, an intense
water-cooling is applied to the
whole surface of the beam directly
after the last rolling pass. Cooling
is interrupted before the core is
affected and the outer layers are
tempered by the flow of heat from the
core to the surface. The QST process
considerably increases the yield
strength and the toughness of the
steel and due to much lower carbon
equivalent values, simultaneously
improves its weldability and keeps
excellent ductility. A prerequisite
for a successful QST treatment
is a homogeneous temperature
profile in the beam section before
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entering the cooling bank. This
condition is fulfilled by applying a
selective cooling during rolling to
the hottest part of the beam, namely
the flange-web intersection. By
applying this selective cooling in the
region of the flange-web junction,
existing temperature differences
can be eliminated. This process
considerably improves the grain
sizes and reduces the residual
stresses in the core area of heavy
shapes. This process is fully
controlled by computer.
SELECTIVE COOLING
The above picture schematically
illustrates the QST treatment. At
the exit of the finishing stand,
directly at the entry of the cooling
bank temperatures lie typically
at 850ºC. After the cooling over
the whole surface of the section,
a self-tempering temperature of
600ºC is aimed for.
The below picture shows the
operation at the mill of the QST
process. The beam enters the finishing
stand from the left hand side at about
850ºC. The dark color of the beam
leaving the cooling bank and the pink
color on the right side demonstrates
the efficiency of the cooling and the
self-tempering process.
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Steel grade

WTMs have been used in more
than 1000 projects in the U.S. and
more than 1600 worldwide where
built-up sections or concrete were
previously required in spite of
having one sole supplier of WTMs
for many years. Nowadays, these
WTMs are available from a few
major suppliers.
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PROPERTIES OF QST STEELS.
The above table compares the
mechanical properties of the most
common European grades with
HISTAR steels.
AVAILABLE SIZES
The full range of sections from 80
mm to 1100 mm and from 4,9 kg/m
up to 1086 kg/m can be supplied
according to different standards
such as European (EN: IPE, HE,

IPN, HD,…), American (ASTM : W,
S, HP) or British (BS : UB, UC)
standards.
Besides the beams, ArcelorMittal
is also rolling a wide range of
merchant bars such as angles,
channels, flat bars, round bars,…
The complete list as well as the
sectional, mechanical and chemical
properties can be downloaded on
http://www.arcelormittal.com
Special sections, such as
castellated beams or slim floor
beams (IF, SF) are also available for
respectively long span applications
and buildings with minimum floor
to floor distance.
If we compare the dimensions
of the sections produced in
Russia, they are very similar to the
European ones. But the advantage
of the European range is obvious.
There are more sizes available in
the EN. This allows the engineers
to optimize his design due to the
huge amount of available sizes.
WELDABILITY.
In 1998, ASTM A913 / Grades 345
and 450 MPa have been introduced
in the AWS (American Welding
Society) codes D1.1 in a category
“weldable without preheating”
if welded with low hydrogen (< 8
ml/100g) electrodes and when the
outside temperature is above 0ºC
(32ºF). The limitation of the maximum
CE (Carbon Equivalent) in ASTM
A913 guarantees the outstanding
weldability of HISTAR steels. ASTM
A913 grade 345 MPa and grade 450
MPa have respectively a maximum
CE of 0.38 and 0.43.
The splicing by welding of the two
heaviest sizes produced nowadays,
HD 400x 1086 kg/m (W14x730
lbs/ft) in QST Grade 460 can be

done without preheating. In order
to achieve this splice, the welder
needed 140 passes to weld the two
pieces together. Thanks to QST
beams, he didn’t have to preheat the
beam flanges and webs and saved
about 4 hours of work. Because
the most vulnerable size can be
welded without preheating, smaller
QST sizes can also be welded
without preheating. For welding the
same sizes in A572/Gr.50 steel, a
preheating temperature of 110ºC
would have been needed as per
AWS D1.1. codes.
WHEN TO USE A913/HISTAR
STEELS?
HISTAR 355 or ASTM A913/
grade 345MPa (50ksi).
HISTAR 355 and A913/grade
345MPa (50 ksi) should be used
instead of a normal S355 steel
or ASTM A572 /Grade 50 steel
every time the welding procedure
requests a preheating. The steel
fabricators will be able to save the
time and the propane needed for
preheating normal 345 steels.
ASTM A913/grade 65 ksi (450
MPa) / HISTAR 460.
GRAVITY COLUMNS.
When the design is not governed
by a drift or a vibration problem,
HISTAR 460 in gravity columns with
normal buckling lengths (typically
less than 5.5 m) allows the engineer
to reduce the weight and the cost
of the structure. Indeed, the use of
HISTAR 460 instead of 355 MPa or
even 245 MPa allows the engineer
to reduce dramatically the size of
the column. In average, the weight
of the columns can be reduced by
15 % compared to 355 MPa and
more than 45 % compared to 245
MPa. Almost all buildings designed
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with a concrete core taking all the
lateral loads can thus be designed
with HISTAR 460 columns. It is also
the case for gravity or high loaded
columns used in power plants.
Russian and EN sections classified by their
elastic Modulus Wel,y
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TRUSSES.
The best use of HISTAR 460 or
A913/Gr.450 (65 ksi) is in tension
members such as the typical
bottom chord of a truss or in
compression members with short
buckling length such as the top
chords of the truss. HISTAR 460 in
a truss generally allows a reduction
of minimum 15 % compared to
classical solution in Grade 355
(50ksi). This reduction in weight
is a function of the span of the
trusses and the importance of the
dead loads on the design. For the
new assembly plant of the Boeing
777 closed to Seattle, the weight
savings was 35 % compared to
grade 355 due to the long span
(108 m ) of the trusses. This
project, built in 1991 was the first
project in the US using QST beams,
even before the approval of ASTM
A913. Another advantage is the
weldability without preheating of all
the splices as mentioned earlier.
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SEISMIC DESIGN.
The use of HISTAR 460 and 355
allows the engineer to design a
moment frame structure with the
economical “strong column - weak
beam” concept which is commonly
used on the West Coast of the
United States.
Combined with the RBS
(Reduced Beams Section), it gives
to the engineer the possibility to
design a connection 100 % safe
under seismic loading conditions.
The RBS or sometimes called “Dog
Bone Connection” was patented
by ArcelorMittal (ARBED) in 1989.
After the Northridge earthquake,
ArcelorMittal decided to release this
patent in order to offer this concept
to the engineering community.
Strong Column (65 ksi / Grade
450 MPa) – Weak Beam (50 ksi /
Grade 345 MPa) concept + RBS
connection (199 Fremont Street
San Francisco)
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS.
Due to its high level of toughness
at low temperature, (up to 27 J
at -50ºC) and their outstanding
weldability, HISTAR 355, 460 or
A913 steels are prefect for offshore
applications, especially in cold area.

HISTAR IN RUSSIA.
HISTAR steels are approved
b y t h e M e l n i ko v C R D I S B S ,
Kucherenko CRISBS as compliant
with the building regulations
and recommended standards of
СП 53-102-2004. The full report
is available on request. (anton.
chudaev@arcelormittal.com)
HISTAR steels from ArcelorMittal
are helping redefining the skyline
of Moscow. In 2005, ten thousands
tons of HISTAR steel, labeled
HISTAR Russia due to their special
“Tailor-Made” for the cold weather
in Moscow have been supplied
to the Turkish contractor Enka for
manufacturing and erecting the
tower in MIBC “Moscow City” (lot
N°10). In 2006, it is more than
12,000 tons of sections that have
been used for plot N°12. And last
year, some steel sections have
been used in the “A” tower of the
Federation towers complex.
New high performance steels
such as HISTAR are available
today on the worldwide market.
These steels offer properties that
were impossible to achieve two
decades ago: higher yield point up
to 450 MPa for rolled sections with
a flange thickness up to 125 mm,
outstanding toughness up to -50ºC
and much lower carbon equivalent
improving the weldability without
loss of ductility.
Since 1993, many structural
engineers understood the potential
of high strength steels rolled
sections. The recent landmark
projects in Moscow are indicating
that they will also be very popular
in Russia in a near future.

System concept of high-rise
building structure
Domestic design practice of reinforced concrete frames deals to building not higher than 60 m and based on prefabricated concrete experience. Till last 15 years real
design experience of cast- in- place reinforced concrete frames was reached, but
we only can prove main disadvantages of traditional reinforced concrete for high
rise building.

- High self weight of the frame.
High self weight of the frame leads
to use massive elements, cause
growing of loads to foundation and
its cost.
- grate area of columns cross
section.
For example columns the 100
m high building have cross section
1,0х1,0 m and more, beats the
commercial quantities and ”eats”
floor area.
Massive columns coming to
facade shades of working area,
load the perimeter of the building
and cause some difficulties to
progressive collapse design.
- large spans limits.
Traditional reinforced concrete
slabs have spans not more than 7,08,0; otherwise we should enlarge
the thickness to 300mm and more.

It causes growth of concrete and
steel volume and self-weight of the
building. The other way is to make
column heads and slab flanges,
which eliminates the useful height
of the floor.
The following inertial progress of
traditional concrete design ideology
leads to elimination of economical,
technical quantities and beats
the quality of construction. The
elementary analysis shows that
the quantity of reinforcement steel
frames of highrise buildings is
equivalent to fully steel framework,
where concrete serves as fire
protection.
The practical use of high
strength concrete leads to the rise
of construction costs and needs
very high technological culture
and hardly can spread widely.

More over, growing of concrete
strength up to B60-B80 with its
high modules of elasticity leads
to fracture cracks and beats the
plastic work of concrete.
All these disadvantages of
reinforced concrete are widely
known and cause the employment
of complex steel-concrete
structures, where best features
of steel and concrete combine
together and use in the most
rational way.
The authors of the article work at
the laboratory of special concrete
structures of NIIGB (the Institute
of Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete).
They specialized in the field
of some alternative kinds of
reinforcement, such as steel
sheets, profiles. These solutions

were well investigated by sovietapplied science. The principles
of the so called ”belt”, or super
confinement, post tensioning and
rational use of horizontal thrust as
methods of design are not popular
now.
Applying all these methods we
reduce the need for special kinds
of concrete. We advice you to
use concrete of ordinary classes
B25-B35 and ready mix concrete,
modified by polymers B50-B60
with compensated shrinkage
and low modulus of elasticity
(E=20000MPa).
The design solutions shown
above are oriented to native
construction practice and do
not include to complicated
technologies and processes. The
main goal of the solution proposed:
to build safely, conservative closely
to architect and investor.
Columns and other mostly
compressed elements of highrise
buildings play the most important
role in safety of building and needs
the most thorough design.
On the other hand the rationally
designed columns and walls are
making free additional floor area
(up to 10%) do not interfere with
the architectural goals.
We formulate the following rules
of column design:
- The stiffness and cross section
should flow down from the center
to perimeter.
The growing of stiffness of
elements in the radius of gyration
area causes to this goal.
- Cross section of columns should
be as small as possible. It is useful
to get more free area of floors.
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